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MIRACLE STRIP
WHO: Fergus Christie Jack
(vocals/synths), Malcolm
Bruce Jack (guitars/synths/
programming).
WHERE: Glasgow
FOR FANS OF: New Order,
Orange Juice, The Cure
JIM SAYS: Blending electro-
pop and indie, Miracle Strip
offer a sound that could have
appeared any time in the past
30 years.

With their freshly released
debut album, Magic Milk, the
Jack brothers serve up a
delightful menu that recalls
early Simple Minds and The
Human League through to Hot
Chip.

The music may have a retro
feel, but I’d label it classic
rather than dated. They do take
the retro thing one step further
though.

As well as a download, Magic
Milk is released on cassette.

Malcolm said: “Cassettes
look cool and have a kind of
nostalgic quality, harking back
to the era of creating and shar-
ing mixtapes.

“From the fully independent
artist and label’s perspective,
they’re also inexpensive and
quick and easy to get manufac-
tured, certainly relative to vinyl.
And they can be sold with a
download code at no extra
cost.

“Making the tape meant that
we could have full album art
and do sleeve notes and all the
other things that make creating
your own record exciting.”

Originally from Fife, where
they still often write and

rehearse, Malcolm and Fergus
have played in various bands.

They’d always be support-
ing, encouraging and advising
each other on their musical
endeavours.

Malcolm played with Glas-
gow outfit Burnt Island, while
Fergus was in Dunfermline act
Dirty Summer.

Miracle Strip came about
around 2012 when Malcolm
returned from a spell living
abroad. He said: “Fergus had a
few demos knocking around,
recorded in his kitchen. He
wanted some help sprucing
them up into full songs, and the
rest followed from there.

“We played our first show
and released our first single
about a year after that.”

With the album now out, Mir-
acle Strip hope to take the next
step. Malcolm said: “A big moti-
vator is the prospect of reach-
ing outside of the Scottish and
UK scene.”

They’ve already been picked
up by the acclaimed End Of
The Road festival in Dorset in
September. Malcolm added:
“We sent them a few tracks
from Magic Milk as part of their
open call for submissions from
unsigned bands. Something
like 2,300 bands submitted,
and we were one of the lucky
ones to be selected.”

Closer to home Miracle Strip
appear at King Tut’s in Glasgow
on July 21 as part of the venue’s
Summer Nights series of gigs.
MORE: facebook.com/mira-
clestrippp
lJim presents Drivetime on XFM Scot-
land, Monday to Friday 4-7pm.
xfm.co.uk jimgellatly.com. Photo credit:
Mark Scott
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By TIM NIXON

YOU’LL have to wait
a long time for
Mika’s verdict on
his new album.

The singer, 31, distances
himself from solo projects
once he’s finished work on
them — for fear of obsessing
over inadequacies and
weaknesses.

“I reject it really fast and try
not to think about it,” he admits.

“It takes me about two years
to listen to one of my own
records again.

“It’s a brutal process because
you hear all the mistakes and
the things that could have been
refined — and although no one
else will probably notice, you
convince yourself that they will.

“I’ve tortured myself unneces-
sarily over these things.”

Striving for simplicity on No
Place In Heaven following his
“unapproachable” third album,
2012’s The Origin Of Love, the
Lebanese-born Londoner
snubbed money-sapping studios
in favour of a rented bungalow
in Hollywood equipped with a
hired piano and a computer.

“When you limit the ingredi-
ents you can be more creative,”
he explains.

I had a bit of a freak
out about the studio

“In the time between The Ori-
gin Of Love and this one, I got
rid of any differences between
the person I am publicly and the
person I am privately.

“I wanted to put my personal-
ity on the record with full trans-
parency.

“So making an album that was
really simple was important in
terms of the way it sounded, not
in what it was saying.

“I was supposed to be working
in a big fancy studio but I had a
bit of a freak out. I was like,
‘What am I doing wasting
money? I don’t need to make
records like this anymore’.

“The days of writing in big,
decadent studios are over.”

However, going the DIY route
wasn’t without its snags for
technology-shy Mika.

“I bought a computer and set
it up in the house,” he says.

“I turned it on, looked at the
programme and was like, ‘What
the f*** have I done?’ I’d no idea
even how to push ‘record’.

“I managed to find an engi-
neer who stuck with me
throughout.”

Mika applied the finishing
touches to his homemade record-
ings in a studio with producer
Greg Wells, adding instruments
and texture to his raw piano
tracks and vocal takes.

He says: “I wanted all the
wobbly, weird little mistakes and
all the slight imperfections in
the vocals to be preserved.

“There’s nothing as magic as
the first time you put down a

song because you really believe
in it in a way that you’ll never
believe in it again. There’s this
conviction and honesty to it.”

This is an album of stark
intimacy, moving subtlety and
trademark feel-good Mika,
particularly on Talk About You,
All She Wants and Good Wife.

Standout track Last Party is a
spine-tingling homage to Freddie
Mercury — based on rumours of
a two-day party the late Queen
frontman threw after he was
diagnosed HIV-positive in the
Eighties.

“It’s about how you react to
life-changing news,” Mika says.

“During that time, there was
very little treatment or hope for
that diagnosis.

“I just wanted to put into a
song that unexplainable
combination of the depth of
sadness and the euphoria of

dancing in
a club for
two days.”

Emotional depth
comes easily to Mika when he’s
writing, immersing himself in
painful memories to exorcise
demons of the past. Hurts is a
prime example, featuring the
singer at his most candid as he
reminisces about a love lost.

“I think heartbreak is the best
motivation for writing songs,” he
muses. “You take something
really sad and turn it into some-
thing delicious.

“The funny thing is, I wasn’t
living that song through the
album. I was remembering
something.

“When you’re actually sad, you
can’t do anything because you
feel worthless.

“It’s only later when you feel
good again that you have the

perspective and the abil-
ity to write about feeling
sad and do it well.”

It is not only heart-
break that stems the flow
of Mika’s creative juices —
the gay star, who went
public about his sexuality
“to nobody’s surprise” in
2012, also suffers from
writer’s block when he’s in
love.

He says: “Love is terrible
for writing because it’s
really complicated and it
tortures you.

“The crush stage, when
everything is bright and
sparkling, is way more fun
and exciting.”

The Origin Of Love was
a commercial disappoint-
ment compared to his sec-
ond release, The Boy Who
Knew Too Much (2009), and

juggernaut debut Life In Car-
toon Motion (2007), which has
sold almost eight million copies
worldwide.

Far from accidentally
alienating swathes of his target
audience, the Grace Kelly star’s
radio unfriendly intentions for
his third album were clear from
the outset.

“It had so many layers and it
was such an intense listen,” he
explains.

“It was a very difficult record
to present to people. It was the
most un-immediate thing I’ve
ever done. I knew that as I was
doing it and I didn’t care.

I was only harming
myself by saying ‘no’

“If you don’t do things like
that then you’re not following
your natural instincts.”

Having satisfied his thirst for
pop-shirking artistic indulgence,
Mika then dramatically changed
tack — opening himself up to

mainstream job opportunities.
Stints as a judge on The X

Factor Italy and, more recently,
a mentor on The Voice France
followed for the multi-linguist.

“I realised the power of say-
ing ‘yes’,” he says. “For years I
said ‘no’ to everything and I
thought I was protecting myself.
I was actually doing the opposite
and harming myself.”

Mika has accrued vast armies
of devoted fans peppered
randomly across the globe,
thanks to the unorthodox career
path he has travelled on.

He’s a chart idol in countries
such as France, Italy and South
Korea and the endearing star
has learned to embrace his
“unusual” progress.

“My career has grown in these
bubbles all over the place,” he
laughs.

“I was in Korea recently and
there were 15,000 people at my
concert. How do I explain that?
I’ve no idea.

“My career is really unusual.
It’s a case of expect the
unexpected . . . and I’ve got very
comfortable with that.”
l Mika’s new album No Place In
Heaven is out on June 22.

1. Talk About You
2. All She Wants
3. Last Party
4. Good Guys
5. Oh Girl You’re

The Devil
6. No Place In

Heaven
7. Staring At The

Sun
8. Hurts
9. Good Wife
10. Rio
11. Ordinary Man
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